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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that the dynamic behaviour of some phenomenon may be modelled by means of a counting 
process. It is then attractive to model the intensity of this counting process as a Markov process 
evolving on a finite state space. A practical situation where this model shows a very satisfactory 
behaviour is reported in e.g. KEMP [7]. In the case that one can observe the counting process, but not 
the associated finite state Markov process there exists a finite dimensional filter that estimates the 
Markov process. The existence of such a filter is one of the advantages of this model. 
On the other hand it has been argued, see BOEL [1], that in a situation where one cannot observe a 
state process and where these are no physical grounds that lead to an obvious choice of a state model, 
it is perhaps better to use self-exciting models for identification purposes. 
Here, in a way, we adopt both these points and the question arises whether this yields an interesting 
model. To put it a little bit more precise, we want to characterize the class of counting processes that 
admit an intensity, which is a function of a finite state process which is Markov with respect to the 
flow of a-algebras generated by such a counting process. Or, to formulate it in terms of a stochastic 
realization problem, given a counting process, under what conditions can it be represented as the out-
put of a stochastic system, where the state process assumes finitely many values, and is Markov with 
respect to the filtration generated by the output. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a solution of the above stated problems. In particular a 
detailed investigation will be made of finite state process which are Markov with respect to some 
given counting process. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 preliminary results for counting processes are 
reviewed. Section 3 contains results for finite state Markov processes. In particular, finite state Mar-
kov processes are characterized as solutions of certain stochastic differential equations. Section 4 
reports the main results. A characterization of finite state processes which are Markov with respect to 
a counting process is given. In section 5 the results of section 4 will be used to solve a stochastic real-
ization problem. 
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2. BASIC RESULTS FOR COUNTING PROCESSES 
Good sources for the technical background of counting and jump processes are the book [2] or the 
paper [10]. Let (Q,F,P) be a complete probabiüty space. let M:ÜX[0,OO)-»N 0 be a counting process 
and let <3?—o{ns,s*it} be the o-algebra generated by the collection {ns,s<t}. Write F" = {<3?,t>0}. 
Assume that n admits the minimal decomposition 
dn, — X,dt + dm, 
where X:QX[0,oo)-»R + is the F" -predictable intensity process of n and /w:SX[0,oo)-»R is an F" 
-adapted martingale. The existence of an intensity is of crucial importance in this paper. 
We recall the following result, known as the martingale representation theorem, (see BRÉMAUD [2, p. 
76]) since it plays a fundamental role. 
LEMMA 2.1: Let M:ÖX[0,ao)-»R be a f" -adapted martingale. Then there exists an F" -predictablepro-
cess k :Q X [0, oo)->R such that for all / 3*0 
i 
M,=M0 + jks(dns-\ds) 
o 
The process k is P (do})X,(ui)dt a.e. or equivalently P (dbi)dn,(u) ae. uniquely defined. 
In section 4 the relation between two counting processes n and « will be investigated. The following 
proposition will turn out to be useful there. 
PROPOSITION 2.2: Let n and n be two counting processes and let X and X be their ¥1, respectively F", 
predictable intensities. Equivalent are 
(i) 9? CS?, and % and f? are conditionalty independent given f?. 
(ii) h, - ƒ 1
 {xs > 0 } dns and X, = 1 {^ >0}X, . 
o 
The statements (i) and (ii) of this proposition can also be formulated as follows. Let_{r„} and {T„} 
be the sequences of the jump times of ii and n. Then if T„<oo, diere is k such that T„ = Tk a.s., and 
whether for given Tk there is n such that T„ = Tk, depends only on a(TkATh ImN). 
In the proof we will use 
LEMMA 2.3 [BRÉMAUD & YOR, 3]: Consider two filtrations F and G, such that for all t>Q:% Cê,. Then 
there is equivalence between 
(i) Any F -martingale is a G-martingale 
(ii) §«, and %, are conditionalty independent given % 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2: 
(i)=»(ii): Write dn,=X,dt + dm„ the Doob-Meyer decomposition of h with respect to F". From lemma 
2.3 m is also a F"-martingale. Hence m, — J hsdm5 for a P(du)dn,(ui) a.e. unique process h from 
Lemma 2.1. Then dn^Q^t—Xth^dt+h,dn„ which gives dn,—h,dn, and X,=AXX,. Therefore on the 
jump times Tk of n we have h\ =hTk. Hence we can also write dn,=h,dn,=h,X,dt+h,dm,. From the 
fact that predictable intensities are unique, we find X,=h,X, a.s., which implies that /i,l(xr>o} = 1{\>O}-
An obvious choice of h that satisfies this relation is h', — 1{\,>O}- It is certainly F"-predictable and 
00 
0 n>l 
— ^ 2 ^ { * r . = l.V.=0) + ^{*r.=0.Ar.>0}] = 0. 
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wbich can be seen as follows. It hT=l, then n jumps at T„, so that Ar> >0 , and if h^ =0, then Ar< = 0 
from X,—ht\,. The uniqueness of the process h now gives the result. 
(ii)=»(i): Notice first that S?cS7, since by the assumption n, = j l{\t>o)dns, the sequence {Tk} of 
jump times of n is contained in the sequence {Tk}. In view of lemma 2.3 it is now sufficiënt to prove 
that any F"-martingaIe is a F"-martingale. So let M be a Fn-martingale. Then there is a Fn-
predictable process h such _ that M,=M0+ f hsdms. Now 
\ldt+dml=dn, = \(^>Q^dnt = \^>^\ldtJr\l^>Q^dmt=\ldt + l^\t>Q-jdm, by assumption. Because of 
S? CS?, the process l{x,>o} is F"-predictable, hence m is also a Fn-martingale. But then the same con-
clusions holds for Af. 
REMARK: The formulation of condiüon (ii) of proposition 2.2 can be replaced by 
(ii)' There exists a F"-predictable process u such that 
«/ = fusdns and X, = u,Xt. 
o 
It then follows that one can identify u as u, = 1{\>O}, 
3. MARKOV PROCESSES WITH A FINITE STATE SPACE 
3.1 Recall first that a stochastic process X with state space (E,S) is Markov with respect to some 
filtration F = {%f2*0}, (we will say that it is F-Markov) if Vt>s, V5 eg 
P(XleB\9t) = P(X,eB\<KX,)) 
Or, equivalenüy, that for all bounded measurable functions ƒ on E we have 
E[f{X,)\%] = E\f{Xt)\o{Xs)] 
From now on we specialize to the case where the state space E is finite, E = {ci c„}, and 8 is the 
power set of E. Define y:S2X[0,oo)-»{0,l}" by its components Yit: = \^Xl=cl} Denote by $(t,s) the 
matrix of transition probabilities of X. That is for t>s, with the notation z+ = z _ 1 l ( , ^ 0 j and the 
understanding —=0 
*,fi,s) = P(X, = c,\X, = cj) = (EYJs)+ E{YjsYit). 
Then we have the following well known facts. Semigroup property: <è(t,s)=^(t,u)^(u,s) for t>u>s. 
Assume that for all rs=0 the following limit exists 
A(t): = Hm-7-f^ +h,t) - I] 
hlO h 
So A (t) has nonpositive diagonal elements, the other entries are nonnegative and the column sums are 
zero. Such a matrix will be called a Markov matrix. Then — $(t,s)=A(t)®(t,s) In particular 
3 r' 
—$(t,Q)=A(t)$(t,0). From this equation we get det$(f, 0)=exp(/ trA(s)ds). Hence, by definition 
of •'o 
of A(t), we see that $(f, 0) is invertible for all t>0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1: Define Z:ÖX[0,oo)-*R" by Z/ = *(*,0)~ Iy /. Then Z is an F-martingale and Y 
satisfies the stochastic differential equation 
dY, = A (t)Y,dt + $(/, 0)dZ, (3.1) 
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PROOF: Using a representation of a conditional expectation when the conditioning o-algebra is gen-
erated by a finite number of disjoint sets we get 
E[Z,\%) = * & 0)- '£[y, |Si] = $>(', 0)-1£(y r |a(AJ)] = 
= *<r, orlE[Y,\a(YM)] = *(/, or 's^y^+Et^yj,]^ = 
= *(/, O ) - 1 * ^ ) ^ = $(*, O)"1 y, = z, . 
The second assertion can easily be proved by applying the stochastic differentiation rule to the pro-
duct y,=$(r,0)Z,. D 
,/ 
Notice that / *(s,0)dZs appeanng in (3.1) is again a F-martingale since $(-,0) is trivially predictable. 
Proposition 3.1 thus gives us a representation of Markov processes in terms of a linear stochastic 
differential equation driven by a martingale. The next result gives a converse statement. 
PROPOSITION 3.2: Let X:$ÏX.[Q,CD)-*{C\,. . . ,c„} be a stochastic process, F-adapted, and let Y be asso-
ciated with X as bef ore. Assume that Y satisfies 
dY,=A(t)Y,dt + dmJ (3.2) 
Here A :[0,oo)-»RnX" is a Lebesque measurable function (deterministic !) and mY an ¥-adapted mar-
tingale. Then X and Y are f-Markov processes. 
PROOF: We have to prove that E\f(Xt)\%\=E\f(Xt)\o(Xs)} for all f :{cu . . . ,c„}->R. Since 
ƒ (*,) = ZjftyYj, we will qnly prove E[Y,^\ = ElY,\aOc,)]. 
Let B(t) be the solution of B(t)=A (t)B(t) with B(Q)=I. Now we can write the solution Y, of (3.2) as 
Y, = B(t)Y0 + B(t)fB-\s)dmJ. 
o 
Notice again that ƒ B~l(s)dmJ is an F-martingale, B(t) deterministic. Hence 
E[Yt\%] = BWo + B{t)füB-l{u)dmYu = 
= B(t)Y0 + B(tJB-\s)Ys - Y0] = B(t)B~l(s)Ys 
Since we have o(Xs)=o(Ys)C% we get 
E[Y,\a(Xs)] = £[£[y / | ÏJ |o(y,)] = E[B(t)B-l(s)Ys\a(Ys)] 
= B(t)B-1(s)Ys = E[Y,\%].n 
Concluding we see that the statement X and Y are F-Markov is equivalent with saying that the indi-
cator process Y satisfies equation (3.2). 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 will play an important role in section 4. Here is another illustration of the 
usefulness of this result. 
Applying propositions 3.2 and 3.2 to the case where X is a counting process and F = F", we easily 
obtain an intuitively appealing criterion, see also JACOBSEN [5], in terms of the predictable intensity, 
that shows whether or not a counting process is Markov. Of course we need a generalization of pro-
positions 3.1, 3.2 to include processes that assume countably many values, but this is straightforward 
in this situation, because of the special lower triangular form of the matrix A (t) in the proof below. 
PROPOSITION 3.3: Let n be a counting process, andX its f"-predictable intensity process: dn,=\,dt+dm,. 
Equivalent are 
(i) n is (¥"-) Markov 
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(ii) there exists a measurable f :[0, oo)X W0-^[0, oo) such that \, =f(t,n, _) . 
PROOF: (i)=»(ii): Let Y be the with n associated indicator process and let NT be the matrix [012....]. 
(Here and elsewhere T denotes transposition). Then nt=NTY, and Y satisfies by assumption 
dYt = A(t)Y,dt+dmJ. 
On the other hand we have immediately from the definition of Y: 
dY, = (J -I)Y,„dn„ 
where / is defined by its entries Jki=8kj+i,k,l>0 and Iki = Ski, k,l>0. Then 
dY, =(J- I)Y,\,dt + (J- I)Y,^dm,. 
Since each component of Y is a special semi martingale we have from the uniqueness of the decompo-
sition for all t 
}(J-I)Ys-\s^ds = JA(s)Ys„ds 
o o 
Since all processes above are left continuous we have for all f>0: (J — I)Y,^\, =A(t)Y,-. After mul-
tiplying this equation by Y,r_ we get 
Define now ƒ by f(t,n)= —Am(t), then 
Then X, being predictable, is indistinguishable from f(t,n, _ ) . 
(ii)=*(i). Define F(t)eR™° by F (t)=f(t,n). Hence 
A, = F{t)TY,. 
As in part (i) of the proof 
dY, = (J - I)Y,„dn, 
Hence 
dY, = (J - I)Y,YjF(t)dt + (J- I)Y,-dm, 
= (J- I)diag(Y,)F(t)dt + (J - I)Y,_dm, 
where diag(Y,) is the diagonal matrix with entries (diag(Y,y)ij = &ijYi,. 
Define A (/)e/{N»x~" by Au(f)=(lf -I)klF,(t), then 
A (t)Y, = (J- I)diag(Y,)F(t) and 
dY, = A(t)Y,dt + (J - r)Y,-dm„ 
which is of the form as in proposition 3.2. D 
3.2 From the equivalence of F-Markov processes and solutions of certain linear stochastic differential 
equabons (Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) it is easy to see when functions of a Markov chain again yield a 
Markov chain. 
To be specific let as before X be a F-Markov chain with state space E={c\, . . . ,c„). Let H be 
another set and f.E-*H a function. Clearly f(X) is again Markov if ƒ is injective. To avoid 
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trivialities let us assume that H = {hu .. . ,hm), m<n and that ƒ is onto. Write Zt=f(Xt). Associate 
with Z the indicator process W as usual: 
^ : Q X [ 0 , o o ) ^ { 0 , l } m , ^ , = 1 { 2 , = M . 
Define Ff=RmXn by •?(/= !{/•(«.)=*,}• Notice that l £ F = l J , where lm is a column vector with as ele-
ments + 1 . Then W, = FYt. Notice that because ƒ is onto F has rank m, i.e. it has full row rank. Let 
^ eU»x(»-m) j j e a g x e^ m a t r i x s u c h that it columns span KerF. Let as before A(t) be the matrix of 
transition intensities of X. We have the following. 
THEOREM 3.4: Let X be ¥-Markov with finite state space E. Let f.E^H. Then f(X) is again F-Markov 
iffFA (t)K=0 where K is any matrix whose columns span KerF and F is related to f as indicated above. 
If ihis condition is satisfied, then the matrix B(t) of transition intensities of f(X) is given by 
B(t)=FA (i)F, where F is any right inverse of F. 
PROOF: We have dY,=A {t)Y,dt+dmj. Hence 
dWt = FA{t)Y,dt + FdmJ 
Now Z is F-Markov iff dW,=B(t)W,dt+dm^ for some matrix-valued function B and a F-martingale 
m
w
. Hence we have Z is F-Markov if and only if there is a J5(-) such that FA(t)=B(t)F. Let F be a 
fixed right inverse of F. It exists, since F has full row rank. Then the last equation implies 
B(t)=FA(t)F. Of course for B to be well defined it should not depend on the particular choice of F. 
Starting from F all other right inverses G of F are given by G=F+KX, where XsR(-"'m^Xm is an 
arbitrary matrix. Hence B (t) is well defined iff FA (t)F=FA (t)(F+KX) or iff FA (i)K~Q. D 
REMARKS: 
1. The determining condition FA (r)iT=0 can be understood in two ways. Firstly for a given matrix 
A (t) it tells us what functions ƒ (if any) yield a Markov process ƒ (X). Secondly if one wants 
ƒ (X) to be Markov it gives a condition on A (t) when this is indeed the case. 
2. The result as such is not new but can be found in a slightly different form in KEMENY and SNELL 
[6, p. 126] where Markov chains in discrete time are considered. However the proof given here is 
shorter. 
4. F"-MARKOV PROCESSES 
4.1 We will combine the results of corollary 2.2. and propositions 3.1, 3.2 applied to the situation 
where F—F" in order to find an integral representation of a finite state F"-Markov process in terms of 
its infinitesimal charactenstics and the intensity of the counting process. Let as before 
\ ,+ = — 1 { \ > O } > with the understanding that 77 = 0. 
Af U 
THEOREM 4.1: Let X be an F"-Markovprocess with state space {c\,. . . ,c„) and let Y be the indicator 
process associated to X as before. Then 
(i) Yt=YQ + jXfA (s)Ys _ dns (4.1) 
o 
(ii) We have the following explicit expression for Y: If the Tk are thejumps times ofn, then 
k 
y/1{r,«;r<r.+1} = JJi^T,A(Ti) + 7)lV{7;«;/<r, t l} 
/ = i 
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PROOF: (i) Y is a pure jump process satisfying Y, = Y0 + ƒ A(s)Ysds+mJ where mY is a F"-
martingale. Hence a multivariate extension of lemma 2.1 applies, and one obtains for certain F"-
predictable process: Y, = Y0+j'0ksdns and 
i i 
JA(s)Ysds = fksXsds-
o o 
Hence, in order to ensure F"-predictability of k we have 
A(t)Y,-=k,\l (4.2) 
So k, =X,+A(t)Y,- P(dw)Kl{u)dt&.c. The proof of (ii) is now immediate. O 
EXAMPLE 4.1: Assume that the intensity process X does not depend on t. Then \,(u)=A for some non 
random constant X since XQO *S So-measurable. Assume X>0. Assume further that X is a homogene-
ous Markov process. Then 
Y,ln*,<Tt.,) = (X~*A +lfY0l{Tt<l<Tt„] 
or 
Y, = fr-\A+I)niYa 
Since Y, is a unit vector for all t, \~ XA +1 is a semi-permutation matrix in the sense that each of its 
columns nas exactly one +1 entry and the other entries are zero. Of course two +1 entries may 
occur in the same row. Consequently all the diagonal elements Au of A are either zero or equal to 
—X. If some Au= —X then there is in the t-th column At of A exactly one A^ equal to + X. All the 
other entries of Aj are zero. If Au —0 for some i then the whole column A{,=0. 
A similar remark applies to the genera! expression theorem 4.1 (ii). We have for all / A{i(Ji)<^. 
Then if Au(T,)<0 there is exactly one j =j(i,T,) such that Ap(Ti)= -A^Ti). Since 7} can assume 
any value >0, we have that for each / and t there is exactly one j =j(i,t) such that Ajj(t) = — Au(t), 
all the other entries in the column Aj(t) being zero. 
From these considerations or directly by inspection of k, we get the following. Suppose we have an F-
Markov process X with states {1, • • • ,p }. Then it can always be represented in the following way. 
Consider/» measurable functions^:[Ó,oo)-»{l, • • • ,/>}. Define Ey = {t:fj(f)=i}. Observe that for 
all j the collection {i?,y}f= i forms a partition of [0,oo), although some of the E^ may be empty. 
Define the matrix Af (t) by M(/),-,- = \Ei (t). Then we have for Y the representation (Iike in [9]) 
dY, = (M(t)-I)Y,-dnt (4.3) 
Qearly the interpretation of M(t) is that M{t)i}• = 1 (or fj(t)=ï) iff at time t a transition j-*i is possi-
ble. 
Observe however that not all processes X for which the above representation (4.3) holds are F"-
Markov. 
A necessary and sufficiënt condition for this to hold in view of propositions 3.1 and 3.2 is clearly 
QHfi-I)Yt-\=(tf{t)-I)Y,-E[\,\Y,-] or equivalendy: 30:10,00)-^^: 
(M(t)-I)Y, -\, ^(MiO-magWW, - • 
4.2 The objective of this subsection is to study how X and A are related. We also show that an Fn-
Markov process X automatically becomes F"- Markov, where n counts the transitions of X. Con-
versely if Jf is F"- Markov and if n is another counting process that satisfies the conditional indepen-
dence relation of proposition 2.2, then it turns out that X is also F"- Markov. 
Consider the first problem and observe that equation (4.2) relates the intensity X, of the counting 
process with the matrix A (t) of transition intensities of X by means of the intennediate process k. In 
this subsection we will study this relation a little further. 
Multiply (4.3) by Yj- to obtain 
\,Yj-kt = Yj.A{t)Yl- (4.4) 
At a iump time T„ of the counting process there are two possibilities. If X also jumps then 
y_ ^YT = YT and Y$ ,kT = YTT ,(F r . - *>„_,)= ~ 1- I f * d o e s not» to yf.-.*T. =°- S° 
assuming that X jumps we get from (4.4) 
Xr. = - y L ^ ( ^ ) ^ . - , (4-5) 
This last equation (4.5) suggests the following connection between X and A: 
\,= -YT-A(t)Y,-
This connection will be studied in the sequel. First we need a definition. Define n:QX{0,co)-*R by 
n,=2J<:,l{y,ty_}. Then n, = -j[YT,Y],. Here [YT, Y] is the optional quadratic variation process of Y. 
It satisfies 
YjY, = YSY0 + ifYj^dY, + [YT,Y], 
o 
Since YjY, = Y%Y0 = 1, we have 
« = -ftYj-dY, (4.6) 
We now have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2: 
i) h is an ¥Y-adapted_ (and hence ¥"-adapted, since 5^CS7) counting process with F" a«</ Fy-
predictable intensity X, = — y,r_^ 4 (t)Y, _ 
ii) i i-fl is also a counting process. It is only f-adapted and hos F"-predictable intensity 
\ + Yf-A(t)Yt-
üi) n, = /o 1{X,>0}<*I, o«</ X, = 1{^ >0}X, 
iii') S? and ^ are conditionally independent given 5? 
iv) Let all the Ajj(t) be strictly negative. Then n=n, S*=S? for all f>0 and \,= -Yf-A(t)Y,^ and 
kl=-{YT-A(f)Y,.ylA(t)Y,. = --S^-Yll-
PROOF: 
i) In view of eq (4.6) we have on, = - YjA (t) Y,dt - Yj- dmj. 
By observing that ƒ Yl-dml is again a F" and F y martingale we get the desired result according 
to the definition of intensity. 
ii) From known results in stochastic calculus we get Uit=[YT,Y],= f kjk,dns=2j V{Y,^Y. }dns 
because we need only knowledge of k at the jump times Tn. If X does not jump when n does 
then kj.—O, and if it jumps then Arf.fcr>=2. Hence n,<n, for all t and n,—n,=j l{yj=y_}dns 
which yields in view of (i) that n—h has die described intensity. 
üi) Notice that l{y r 4 #y r i | }= l{xri>0,xr,>o}= l{\rt>0}, since \Tt<^Tk- Hence dht = \^>(i)dnt. But 
then dn,= l{x,>o}X,df+l|^>0jd»i„ which shows that 1{A,>O}X, is the F"-intensity of n which is 
then also equal to X, by part (i). 
iii') This is an alternative formulation of (iii) in view of proposition 2.2. 
iv) From eq. (4.4) we have \TYl.^kT=Yl^A{T.)YTm,= 2 ,A(7 ; ) l { ^ i = c , } <0. Hence XT>0 
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and kT^=0, which means that X always jumps as soon as n jumps. Hence n=h. Since always 
f? C<5jCS? we now also have ^}=<Sj. Finally n=n implies X, -\t=- Yf-A(t)Y,-. Hence the 
expression for k, follows from formula (4.1). D 
It is appropriate to inspect the results of proposition 4.2 a little closer. In general we have for all 
*>() S? CÏÏ? Cf??. In the case described in prop. 4.2.iv, we get equality of those o-algebra's. Since now 
n is also the total number of jumps (or transitions) of the Markov chain and §J=^ it seems logical 
to expect that we have in the general situation (where h counts the transitions of the chain) 5? —^J, 
which means in words that if we have a Markov chain adapted to a counting process then it is also 
adapted to the counting process that describes the total number of transitions of the the chain. One 
could say that h is sort of "minimal" counting processes to which X is adapted. 
Next we show that the claim 5?=€j holds true. It is a consequence of 
THEOREM 4.3: Let X be finite state F" -Markov, then Y, is S? -measurable, and hence X is finite state Fn-
Markov. 
PROOF: Let T\,T2,— be the possiblyfinite sequence of jump times of h. From the discussion leading 
to (4.5) we see that Xj = — YTT.-\A(TJ)YÏW>0. Consider first 7V Then Xfi is a (measurable) func-
tion of Ti only. Hence from 7 ^ —(Kf^A(Ti)+I)Y0, the random variable Y^ is also a measurable 
function of T\ only. But then by induction we find that Ff-=(X^'J4(7 ,n)+/)yf>_( is a measurable 
function of fx,...., fn, say Yj-, =y„(fl ,...,f„). 
Consequently, by right continuity of Y, we get with y
 0 = Y0 
Yt — YQ + 2 y n ( T \ , . . . , T„)l^r,^i<T,+,}-
n = 1 
Notice thaty„ is an S"f,-measurable function since 'W'^—aiTx, . . . ,T„). Now we invoke the fact 
that S " f < n { 7 , n < / < r n + 1 } = 5 f n{f„<:t<f„ + i} (see BRÉMAUD [2, p. 308]) to see that indeed Yt is 
^ measurable. Since a process that is Markov with respect to some filtration is also Markov with 
respect to any other smaller filtration to which is adapted, X is also F"- Markov. D 
The statement of the theorem is sometimes immediately seen in specific cases. Consider for example 
the case where X,=X>0 and A is a constant matrix (example 4.1). Then we have in fact 
Yt=(\-lA+I)"'Y0. 
Sofar we have seen the following results. Given the fact that we have a F"-Markov process X, X is 
also F"-Markov and h has intensity X,= — Yj-A{t)Y,^, where h is as before the process that counts 
all the transitions of X. As such these results form necessary conditions that follow from the existence 
of such processes. One might raise the question how to formulate sufficiënt conditions on a given 
Markov matrix function A (-) such that there exists an associated F"-Markov chain X. 
Secondly, given that a process X is F"-Markov, what other counting processes n do exist such that X 
is also F"-Markov. 
Answering the first question will be postponed until section 5. Concerning the second one we have -
as a converse of proposition 4.2. iii: 
PROPOSITION 4.4: Let X be F" -Markov. Let n be another counting process with F" -predictable intensity \ 
such that 
i 
(i) n / = /l(A,>o}<*i, 
o 
(ii) A, = 1{^>0}A, 
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Then X is also F" -Markov. 
PROOF: From proposition 2.2, we see that f? CS", and that S^ > and f? are conditionally independent 
given S?. Hence X is certainly F"-adapted. 
Observe first that \=Q**Yj-A(t)Yt- = 0 implies A(t)Yt- = 0 as a result of the f act that A(t) is a 
Markov-matrix. Since Xis F"-Markov: dY,—X, A(t)Y,-dn, (theorem 4.1). Hence 
dY, = \?\,A(t)Y,dt + \^A(t)Y,^dm, 
= A (t)Y,dt + \?A(t)Y, _ dm,. 
From the conditional independence relation and lemma 2.3, the last term is a F"-martingale. There-
fore application of proposition 3.2 completes the proof. 
REMARK: In view of the remark following the proof of proposition 2.2 one can replace conditions (i) 
r' 
and (ii) in proposition 4.4 by n, = j usdns and \, = u,\, for some F"-predictable process u. 
Until now we have studied processes X that are F"-Markov and thus F"-adapted. As mentioned 
before, one of the results is then, that X is also F"-Markov . Knowing this, one can prove all the 
results mentioned in the foregoing, such as Ar = Yj-A (t)Y, _ etc. 
An interesting question is to see whether a process which is Markov with respect to its own flow of 
0-algebras and which is F"-adapted, shares the same properties. In general this is not true. For 
instance if « is Standard poisson process and X is defined by X, =nVlt, then X is F ^ -Markov, but not 
F"-Markov. Theorem 4.5 gives a sufficiënt condition for an affirmative answer. Let us first remark that 
any bounded process that is a semi martingale with respect to some filtration is special. See DEL 
LACHEREE & MEYER [4, VII.25] 
THEOREM 4.5: Let X be a finite state fx-Markov chain and assume that X is adapted to F" -for some 
counting process n. Assume moreover that the indicator process Y, being a F" - special semi martingale, 
admits a decomposition such that the predictable process of finite variation is continuous. Then 
€jc=^\ft>0 and X is F" -adapted and thus F" -Markov. 
PROOF: From Lemma 2.1 we get dY,=k,dnt for some F"-predictable process k. By definition of n we 
have dh, = -^d[Y7,Y], = -jk]k,dn,. So A«, = 0 iff A:, = 0. Therefore we can write dY, = ktdnt. Observe 
that n is Fy-adapted. As in BRÉMAUD [2, p.2.13], we can interpret kt as a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dY, y y 
on the F -predictable sets. Therefore we may take k to be F -predictable. For n we have by its 
dn, 
definition 
dü, = - Yj^dY, = -Yf-A(t)Y,-dt - Y,-dmJ 
so 
dY, = k,an, = - k, y/L A (t) Y,-dt- k, Yj- dmj (4.7) 
on the other hand 
dY, = A (t)Y,dt + dmy, (4.8) 
Since all processes in (4.7) and (4.8) are F y-adapted, we have from the uniqueness of the decomposi-
tion of a special semi martingale that —k,Yj-A(t)Y,-=A(t)Y,^ a.s., which then leads to 
k,= — {Yj-A{t)Y,-)+A(t)Y,-. As in the proof of the theorem 4.3 we can conclude that F is Fn-
measurable. Therefore tf[&?} C5J. Hence X is F^-Markov is now equivalent to X is F y = Fn-
Markov. D 
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REMARK: The statement of theorem 4.5 indicates why n±t cannot be F"-Markov. This is immediately 
seen by noting that n±, is F"-predictable. Hence its dual predictable projection with respect to F" is 
the process itself, which is discontinuous. 
4.3 In this subsection we mention some consequences of the foregoing for the case where X is a 
homogeneous chain. Some of the results can also be derived from [11]. 
COROLLARY 4.6: Asstone that X is a homogeneous chain 
i) IfAjj<0, then in the corresponding column A/ of A there is exactfy one j =j(i) such that Ajj= —Aa 
and all other Aki's are zero. IfAa = Q then the whole column v4, = 0. 
ii) k is now a left continuous piecewise constant process and satisfies 
*/l{r,<»*r^,} = ~ 2^ff"y4«1{JfT.=cl}1{T-.</«:r.,I} 
i" 
iii) The sampled chain X„:=XT^ is now a deterministic process and completely known given the initial 
state X0 = X0. 
iv) If there are no absorbing states, then the process X assumes only a finite number of values. 
Specifically X,e{-A,,,. . . , -A„„). 
PROOF: i), iii) iv) follow immediate from the explicit expression in corollary 4.2. ii) requires a little 
work. Recall that we have k,=X?AY,_. Let T be the _absorption time of the chain. Then 
.4Y,_l{,> T j=0. Hence X,>0**t<T. Therefore X,l{,^T}= X,l{/<7-}= — Yj-AY,^Ï^<T}. Hence 
k,= -ZiAJAjYi,- l{ f ! s r } = -Y.iA$AiYu-, because/i, Y,,- l { , > r } =0 . 
At this point one might raise the question in virtue of corollary 4.6 iv) whether \ is also a Markov 
process. Clearly this is the case if all the Aa are different or when they are all the same. Interesting is 
the case when there exists at least one pair (i,j) such that Aü=Aji. We will answer this question by 
means of theorem 3.4. Assume that there are 2^m<n — 1 distinct values among the AB. Call these 
a\, .. . ,am and denote for all j=\, . . - ,m by E, the set of of all j such that Ajj=aj. Define 
FeRmX" by F y = lJeEt} We have the following result in the terminonology of theorem 3.4. 
The process X is an F"-Markov chain iïï FAK=0. If the last condition is satisfied then the matrix B of 
transition intensities of X is given by FA F. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 
i) If 
' -a 0 0 b 
a -b 0 0 
0 b -a 0 
0 0 a -b 
then X is Markov with B-
ü) If 
10 10 
0 10 1 
and state space { — a, — b). Here we should take 
a 0 0 b 
a — a 0 0 
0 a -b 0 
0 0 b - * 
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then X is not Markov, which is seen by calculating FAK= 
1 - 1 0 0' 
0 0 1-1 
a-b 
-a b with, F~ 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 11 
REMARKS: 
i) Although it might happen that X is not Markov of course (\,X-) is jointly Markov. 
ii) Since it follows from corollary 4.6 iv that the number of values that X can assume is always at 
most the number of states that X can assume, we see that a necessary condition for a process X 
to be Markov is, that it takes values in a set which is at least as big as the set of values of the 
process X: So B > # { \ , : ( > 0 ) . Hence a homogeneous chain X cannot have a finite state space if 
X has a continuously varying component. In the same way as checking, whether X is F"-Markov 
one can investigate whether there exist Markov processes X1 with a smaller state space than X by 
considering all possible choises of F. Thus obtaining a description of a "minimal" Markov pro-
cess. This is of some relevance in connection with the stochastic realization problem to be posed 
in section 5. 
iii) The case where X is F"-Markov itself implies here that it changes value as soon as n jumps. Thus 
we can immediately see from the .4-matrix whether X is F"-Markov or not. In the ex. 4.2.i we see 
that at jump times X switches from a to b or conversely, which is in agreement with the fact that 
it is Markov. In the ex. 4.2.Ü we see that it is possible that X stays in a even when n jumps. 
4.4: In the previous subsection we have seen that the existence of a homogeneous F"-Markov chain X 
does not necessarily imply that X is also F"-Markov. Here af ter we describe some consequences of the 
situation where indeed X is a F"-Markov process with finite state space. Since in this case X assumes 
only a finite number of values it follows that X (being predictable) may be taken as a left continuous 
process. Write Xt=\l + , the right continuous version of X. We will apply the previous results to this 
particular choice of X. 
Denote by {X^ . . . ,X„} the state space of X. If there are no absorbing states then Aü<0 and we 
have that X,= — Au for all i in view of corollary 4.6.iv. So all X,>0. 
For reasons of completeness we will show what happens if some of the Au are equal to zero or if one 
of the X, equals zero. The latter case clearly implies that the corresponding Aa~Q. Hence this case is 
covered by the first one. Define B C{1, . . . ,n) to be the set of integers / such that X, is an absorbing 
state. Define also T=inf{tï&0:Xl(={\i,ieB}}. 
Notice that T<ao a.s. if and only if B=£0, and for i 'e5 we have ^4,,(f)=0, and hence the whole 
column Aj(t)=0. The principal result of this subsection is the next proposition which tells that for 
K T w e can more or less identify the intensity X, as one of the ^„(^)'s, and that Au(t) only assumes 
the values —X, or 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.7: Assume that X is ¥"-Markov with state space {Xj,. . . ,X„} and transition intensity 
matrix A (t). Let T be the absorption time as defined above and B the set of integers corresponding to the 
absorbing states. Then 
X, = X r l{ / > r j + 2M{A,=M*{*«(0=0}— 2^"W1{A,=Ai> 
and for ieBc:Au(t)= -X, ifAa{t)<Q. 
PROOF: Let X,=\l + , then Y,-, = 1{.X;=A,} and Yö_ = 1{\,=A,}- In the notation that we have used previ-
ously, h has rate \ t = -Yf-A(f)Yl- = -2,e^v4„(r)l(A,=xi}l{/«r} Since X, = {Ai>0}X( (proposition 4.2. 
iii) we have 
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— 1{X,>0}X<, 
since X, > 0 implies / «C T and conversely t > T implies X,—0. Hence 
i' i 
Now let ie.Bc. Then 
_
^i ï (01{\ = xJ}l{/<r} = l(xI>o}l{x,=x,}X,-. 
Observe that 
1{\>0}1{\=X,} = 1{^ (0<0}1{X,=X,} 
and for te.Bc X, =X, implies KT. Hence we get 
—
^iï(')l(X,=\} = 1{^(|)<0}1{\=\}\-
Since we may assume that P(\,=X,)>0 we now get by taking expectations 
which proves the second assertion of the proposition. Furthermore 
— Xrl{/>r> + !{/>sr} 2 l{x,=x,}\-
ietf' 
= ^r1{»>T} + 2 1{x,=x,AC)=o}\- + E 1{x,=x„^,(/)<o}\-
inB' inB' 
= X7-l{,>r}+ 2 1{,\,=X,M„(0=O}^I — 2y4«(r)l{X,=x1} 
i e* ' i s * ' 
Which proves the first assertion. D 
REMARKS 
1. If X is a homogeneous F"-Markov chain, then A is a constant matrix and we have for ieBc the 
identity AH{t)=.—X,. Hence 
X/ = X r l ( / > r } - ^Aijl^\i=xy 
isB' 
And of course if there are no absorbing states or if the value zero is the only one, then 
^ f f ( 0 = - X , for all / and X,= -2?= 1v4„l{ X ,= X } 
2. Now it is easy to see that for any function ƒ which is not injective or constant f(X) cannot be a 
F"-Markov chain, since we have tacitly assumed diat all the X, are different. Hence the number 
of states of X is now the minimal number of elements that a set should have in order that it can 
serve as a state space for some F"-Markov process. In dus sense one can say that X, if it is F"-
Markov, is the minimal F"-Markov chain. 
5. STOCHASTIC REALIZATION 
The purpose of this section is to solve a certain stochastic realization problem, to be stated in subsec-
tion 5.2. The solution involves a technical result on the existence of F"-Markov processes which is for-
mulated in subsection 5.1. 
5.1. It is known that given a Markov-matrix function A :[0, oo)->R"x", one can always construct a 
probability space (Q,§,P) and a Markov process X:ï2X[0,oo)-»{l «}, such that its transition 
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probabilities are generated by A. 
In this section we are concemed with a restrictive version of this problem, namely given a complete 
probability space (Q,%P) a counting process n:BX[0,oo)-»No and a Markov matrix function 
A:[0,ao)->R"*n, does there exist a F"-Markov process X:QX[0,oo)-*{\, . . . , « } such that A gen-
erates its transition probabilities. We know from previous results that given such a process we have 
the identities X,= — Yj-A(t)Yt- and X,=X,1{^>0} and that for each (i,t) such that Aa{f)<Q, there 
exists only onej such that Aji(t)= —An(t). Hence for the existence of such a process X this imposes 
some necessary conditions on the matrix A (t). In theorem 5.1 we present a set of sufficiënt conditions 
on both A (t) and X, that implies the existence of such a desired process X, and we also give a con-
struction for X. Before stating the theorem let us emphasize that one should not overestimate its con-
tent, since in a sense it looks like a tautology. On the other hand it shows how one can extract a Fn-
Markov process that is bidden in a suitable matrix function A. Af ter having proved the theorem we 
give an example, how to use the construction of X. 
THEOREM 5.1: Given a counting process n with F" -predictable intensity X and a Markov matrix function 
A:[Q,co)-*RnXn. There exists a f"-Markovprocess X:SIX[0,GO)-*{1,...,«} with A as its infinitesimal 
generator if there is a unique sequence of rondom variables {xm}m>0,xm:Q->{l,. .. ,«} such that the 
following two conditions hold 
a) AXmX„(Tm)(AXmXm(Tm)+*Tj)=0,Vm-
b) If Ax„Xm(Tm)<0 then xm + x is such that AXm+iX^(Tm)= -Ax^Xm(Tm) and if Ax^JJm)=Q, then 
PROOF: Let us define a process y~:ÖX[0,oo)-»{0,l}n by requiring that Y,~ l{r„_,</=er„} = 
YT. l{Tm^<t*ïT.} and y,Tm = !{*„=<}• Then 
j i 
= \ï„AiXm(Tm) = \ï„AXm^Xm(Tm)l{x^=i) + 
Xr.^x.*„(3r'm)l{j:„ = i} + X r . ^ i x . C ^ m ) 1 ^ ^ / ^ ^ , ^ / } 
=
 _XT^„Af„(7'm)l(Ar^,=i}l{>4w„(r„)<0} + 
KAx^(Tm)\{x^i}+0 
= -\TmAXmXm(Tm)U{Xm„=i} - 1{x,=>}] 
= l{xm„=i) - l{x„ = i) = y 'T„+ l ~ ^,T„-
So in vector notation we have 
Yïm+,-Yïm=\}mACTm)Yïm (5.1) 
Notice that X r^=0 implies A(Tm)Yfm =0 . Therefore with the usual convention that -r—0 we have 
from (5.1) 
Yf.„ - Yfm = \fmlA(Tm)Yfm. (5.2) 
Define now y:ÖX[0,oo)-*{0,l}n by Yt = Yr+. Then Yfm„=YTm. Hence (5.1) reads 
YT. ~ YTm., = \^A{Tm)YT^ (5.3) 
which can be rephrased as 
dY,=KlAii)Yt-dn, 
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or 
dY, = A (t)Yt-dt + KA (t)Y,-dm, 
We now want to apply proposition 3.2. Therefore we have to verify that Y,. 
Observe that 
Yt- l{n,</«r. t l} - Y-Tml{Tm<l*ïTmr,} 
is F"-predictable. 
(5.5) 
Al 0 x2 
A, ~ * 3 0 
0 x3 - x 2 
X, 0 x3 
X, 
-x2 0 
0 x2 -x3 
Now the sequence {*m}m»o *s s u c n that xm + \ is selected on the basis of knowing xm and Tm, or 
iteratively is selected on the knowledge of {Tu . . .,Tm). Therefore YiTm = Y^^ = 1{X„+,=I} only 
depends on {Tx, . . ., Tm). From (5.5) and lemma 2.3 we now find the desired result. • 
EXAMPLE 5.1: Let X be constant between the jump times T{ and envolve according to 
Ai,X2,X3,Xi,X2,X3 • ' " e t c- Let 
Ai = 
Then we see that Ax cannot be a transition matrix of a F"-Markov chain A":BX[0,oo)-»{l,2,3}. 
Because from condition a) of the theorem we see that X, = \ iff X, = \x, X, — 3 iff X, = X] and X, = 2 iff 
X,=X3. From ^ , = 1 it can only jump to 2 according to A ]. But from the given sequence of X's it 
should jump from 1 to 3. However 
A7 = 
is compatible with the sequence of X's as one can easily verify and thus A
 2 can act as the transition 
matrix of a F"-Markov chain *:QX[0,oo)-»{l,2,3}. 
5.2 In this section we will adress a certain stochastic realization problem, and see now we can solve it 
by means of theorem 5.1. Let us state the problem precisely. 
We are given a complete filtered probability space (Q,?,¥",P), where the filtration F" is generated by 
a counting process satisfying dn,=X,dt+dm„ where X is the F"-predictable intensity process and m a 
Fn-martingale. 
We pose the following question. Does there exist a homogeneous F"-Markov process X with finite 
state space E and a (measurable) function ƒ :E-^R + such that X, =f(X, _)? 
One can reformulate this question in terms that are used in stochastic realization theory. The concepts 
involved are then stochastic system, state process, output process. However it seems that there is no 
consensus on how to define in abstract terms, what a stochastic system is. One approach can be found 
in VAN SCHUPPEN [8]. We will not touch upon all the difficulties that are inherent to this problem. 
We will give a definition that suffices for our purpose. Suppose that we are given an object, to be 
called a stochastic system, with output process y. Then from the intuitive interpretation of state a pro-
cess X that should play the role of state process has to satisfy at least the following requirement: The 
conditional distribution of X,
 + v , v>0 given all Xs andys for s<t is the same as the conditional distri-
bution of X,+ï given X, alone. 
Here we are interested in systems with a counting process output only. The above considerations are 
captured in the next definition, which is probably not the most general one. 
DEFINITION 5.2: A stochastic state space system with counting process output is a complete filtered 
probability space (Q,€,¥,P) together with an adapted stochastic process X:QX[0,co)-*E, an adapted 
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counting processes n and a measurable function / :R Xi?-»R
 + such that X is F- Markov and f(t,X, _ ) 
is the F- predictable intensity of n. 
In this section we are concerned with state processes X Üiat assume finitely many values and with sel-
fexciting counting processes n, like in previous sections. This amounts to studying stochastic systems 
such that X is F"-adapted. By taking F = F" in definition 5.2, we have that the state X is even ¥"-
Markov. As already mentioned in the introduction, the property that the state process is F"-Markov 
was a motivation for studying F"-Markov processes. 
REMARK: Observe that we can take n as a state process if and only if n is Markov, which is the case if 
and only if its predictable intensity is of the form ƒ(/,«,_) (proposition 3.3). 
An alternative formulation of the question that we posed in the beginning of this section is the follow-
ing. Given a counting process n on (Q,€,P) can we find a stochastic system on (Q,€,¥",P) such that 
its state process X is homogeneous and has finite state space E and such that the output processes is n 
with F"- predictable intensity f(X, _> for some f:E-*R +. 
Let us suppose that we can affirmatively answer this question. From corollary 4.6 we see that the 
sequence {Xr>i } is eventually constant or periodic. This observation also gives us a sufficiënt condition 
for solving the problem, which is the content of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3: There exists on (fi,Sr,F",i>) a finite state f-Markov process X with state space E and a 
function ƒ :£ -»R + such that X,=f(X,-) if and only ifthere exist a keN such that the sequence {XT} 
for n>k is either constant or periodic. 
PROOF: We only have to prove that this condition on X is sufficiënt for the existence of X. 
(i) Consider first the case where {\Tti} is eventually cyclic, which means that there exist integers N' 
and/>' such that XTf, =XTi for i>N'. Let N and/7 be the smallest of such integers. Now we can 
construct a F"-Markov process X with state space {1, . . . ,N+p] as follows. Define 
A <=RW+PW+P) by Au = -\Ti „ for i = l,...,N+p, Ai + li = -Aa=XTi_t for i = 1 N +p -1 
zndA N + l,N+p- All other Ay are zero 
A 
-Xo 
-X7 +XT 
1
 v-
T« 
+XT 
-x7 
The existence of the X we are looking for is guaranteed by theorem 5.1 (take Xm—m, etc.) and ƒ 
is defined by f(i)=XTi , , /= 1, . . . ,N +p. 
(ii) If X is eventually constant, take p = 1 in case (i). Then Xr< =0 . D 
REMARK: The behaviour of the system for t<TN (TN as defined in the proof of theorem 5.3) can be 
considered as the transient behaviour of the system. If one would assume that time runs from minus 
infinity, instead from zero, then the necessary and sufficiënt condition in theorem 5.3 would read: The 
sequence {Xr>} is either periodic or constant. 
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One other problem that remains to be solved is that of minimality of the solution of the realization 
problem. In our context minimality means minimality of the number of elements of the state space E. 
We have the following result. 
CoROLLARY 5.4: The solution of the stochastic realization problem as presented in the proof of theorem 
5.3 is minimal. 
PROOF: In principle one can prove the corollary by applying the FAK=0 criterion of theorem 3.4. 
Here we give an alternative proof. Consider first case (i). Assume that there exists a function g such 
that g{X) is Markov and a function h such that h(g(X,))=f(X,)=X,. Consider a state j of X,j<N. 
Then there is no **<ƒ — 1 such that g(i)=g(j)> otherwise the sequence {Ar>} would reach a loop, 
which is forbidden by assumption. Similarly there is no i<^N such that g(i)=g(N +1), otherwise the 
absorption time would be smaller than TN, which is minimal by construction. This shows that g is 
injective, so that E is minimal. A similar argument applies to case (ii). Assume again that there is a 
function g such that g(X) is Markov. For the transient states we have the same argument as in case 
(i). For the cyclic part of the chain we have for each recurrent state j that there is by definition no 
transient state i <ƒ such that g{i)=g(j), but also no recurrent state /<ƒ such that g{ï)—g(f), because 
that would contradict the minimality of the number (period) p. Again g is injective. D 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The object that we have studied in this paper was a stochastic process X that is F"-Markov, where F" 
denotes the filtration that was generated by some given counting process n, and has finite state space. 
The additional requirement that X is homogeneous resulted in the fact that then X has to be eventu-
ally either cyclic or constant. Consequently the idea of viewing n as the output of a stochastic system, 
with such a process X as state process, leads to a rather restricted class of counting processes that 
satisfy this requirement. This partly negative result answers a question posed in the introduction, 
namely whether we get an interesting class of counting processes that obeys the afore mentioned con-
ditions. 
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